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HSP accepts submissions from both Harvard graduate and 
undergraduate students.  See our submission and editorial 
policies at www.harvardsp.com. Send submissions to 
harvardsp@gmail.com. The submission deadline for 
the Spring 2009 issue is March 16 2009.

HSP is looking for staff writers, editors, graphic/web 
designers, and advertising/business experts.  We are also 
looking for a reliable, safe, method to launch our staff into 
low Earth orbit, preferably for about 600 dollars.

Advertising with HSP gives your business an opportunity 
to reach a large number of undergraduate and graduate 
students for a reasonable price.  See our advertising rates 
and distribution information at www.harvardsp.com

Contact us for submissions, staff positions, advertising, or 
donations, by e-mail harvardsp@gmail.com or by mail: 
Harvard Satyrical Press, Dudley House, Lehman Hall, 
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, C/O Andrew 
Friedman, Editor in Chief

The Harvard Satyrical Press is an official student organization of 
the Graduate School of Arts & Sciences (GSAS) and is the only official 
graduate student humor magazine at Harvard. We thank the Graduate 
Student Council (GSC) for generously helping to fund our publication. 
The Harvard Satyrical Press is not intended for readers under 18 years 
of age. And if you haven’t figured it out already, this is satire, and the 
opinions herein obviously do not necessarily represent the opinions of 
Harvard University, the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, or even 
the writers. Whether they constitute opinions at all is also debatable. 
But that’s just your opinion...Andrew Friedman, October 2008

Thanks to our brilliant, unreasonably good 
looking, readership, HSP is celebrating our 
5th birthday and 10th print issue with this 
quadrennial election special. Unlike our 
idols Jon Stewart and Stephen Colbert, HSP 
admits to being unabashedly Probama, but 
we still feel it necessary to poke fun at ev-
ery candidate, sticking to Chris Rock’s man-
tra of always being an equal opportunity 
offender. In particular, when we watched 

how Barack Hope-bama exchanged his soft justice platform for 
Osama-hunting toughness and Afghanistan re-invasion fever 
in the first debate, we couldn’t resist lampooning him for such 
blatant political pandering. However, the panderer of the year 
award clearly goes to John McCain for picking Sarah Palin as 
VP, considering he only found her through Facebook’s “People 
You May Know” application. Actually it was his staffer that told 
him, since McCain still thinks Facebook is a Viet Cong torture 
technique involving a chinstrap and a hardcover copy of War 
and Peace. In any case, we hope you enjoy reading our jokes 
as much as we enjoyed writing them...A.S.F. Fall 2008
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OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI
My Fellow Americans. Although 
you might not have known it from 
my previous speeches, which were 
mostly about hope, ending the 
Iraq war, and restoring American 
credibility abroad, what I really 
want this November is a bit more 
ambitious. In these coming weeks, 
I may have to put the financial crisis 
aside, delay my plan to personally 

end racism, and if needed, I may even go so far as to suspend 
my campaign. But believe me America when I tell you that 
it is all for an even greater good. And rest assured that my 
simple goal — something my predecessor failed at miserably 
— will be wrapped up before you know it. I mean how hard 
can it be? Its not like I’m talking about peace in the Middle 
East by next Tuesday. All I want is to 
personally hunt down and kill Osama 
Bin Laden with my bare black hands.

In the first debate, you may have no-
ticed that I seemed uncharacteristi-
cally itchy to send in more troops and 
re-invade the fuck out of Afghanistan. 
Well what was I supposed to say? I 
can’t have America thinking I’m soft 
on terror. But just between you and 
me, you can ignore all that hawk 
pandering bomb rhetoric, and know 
that even though I might have hinted 
about my unhesitating willingness to 
deploy our military if necessary, my real desire is simply 
to bring the perpetrator of 9/11 to justice with my fists. 
Although I won’t lie to you — its not like I’m actually plan-
ning to bring a knife to a gun fight. Remember, I went to 
Harvard.    

And if he happens to be hiding out over the border in 
Pakistan, I sure as hell won’t let some imaginary lines on 
a map stop me from keeping America secure. If Pakistan 
doesn’t cooperate, and we have actionable intelligence, 
have no doubt that I will be the one taking intelligent action  
— just as I’ve practiced with my own Obama and Bin Laden 
action figures, which both sadly lack kung fu grip. Some 
people will call me a vigilante, and some will call me an 
elitist vigilante, but if other people can’t get the job done 
then I’ve learned that there’s just no substitute for doing it 
yourself. After all, justice is blind, and Bin Laden will be too 
after I shove my fist through his good eye.

I know what you’re thinking. You think all this tough 
guy shit is just me overcompensating for my silly Muslim 
sounding name — a surname which, ironically, is just a 
typo away from the very person I’m trying to erase. Well, 
in my defense, what the hell do you expect me to do after 
getting stuck with the most politically unfortunate name 

in US history? My parents might as well have named me 
George Mussolini Stalin Bush. If Bush himself hadn’t been 
so busy manufacturing dubious links between Saddam and 
Bin Laden in the days leading up to the war, and if he had 
learned to read, he might have realized that “Danger” is not 
my middle name. That being said, I think it’s reasonably 
obvious that the only way I can silence my name-calling 
critics is by personally murdering the shit out of America’s 
biggest terrorist nemesis. Personally.  

Not only will I murder him in the face and kill him until he’s 
dead. I will also execute the shit out of him no fewer than 
70 times (one for each non-existent virgin). Not even South 
Park could kill Kenny as frequently and consistently. Some 
may call that overkill, and technically, they’d be correct, but 
I think America deserves no less than for Bin Laden’s corpse 
to be reduced to its constituent atoms and molecules. Unlike 

my geriatric opponent, I’m willing 
to do whatever it takes to protect 
America. All by myself.  

John McCain did say he’d follow 
Bin Laden to the gates of hell. 
Well, I will concede that John’s 
a hell of a lot closer to getting 
there than I am, but I don’t 
think he’s really up to the task 
of returning to this Earth after 
crossing the threshold. Its not 
that John doesn’t care. He just 
doesn’t get it. He’s just not GOOD 
enough. Being free from sin, I 

of course will have no problem reaching across the aisle 
and returning with my soul uncorrupted. In practice, we’re 
not really talking about hell, but merely some cave in the 
mountains on the Afghanistan / Pakistan border with little to 
no electricity or internet access. If that is the stage where I 
have to dismember the ranking member of Al Qaida, then so 
be it. I will meet Bin Laden in combat any time, anywhere, 
without preconditions. That’s how confident I am.

While many Americans may doubt my fighting ability due to my 
remarkably poor showing at bowling, let there be no doubt that 
I’m no stranger to armed conflict. When I was a community 
organizer, working the tough streets of Chicago, the gangs, 
pimps, and drug dealers all knew who was organizing the 
fucking community. When I was the editor of the Harvard Law 
review, the printers never told me it was too late to typeset 
a last minute piece about minority rights in the Harkness 
c a f e t e r i a , 
b e c a u s e 
nobody says 
no to Barack. 
In Hebrew, my 
name means 
lightning, and its 
no surprise that 

Obama Sets Timetable For Personally 
Killing Bin Laden

By Barack Obama

Obama Narrowly Wins Bin Laden Hating Contest

 ELECTION 2008
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this also perfectly describes the powerful electrical discharges 
I can emit at will from my black, black eyes. In addition, after 
several months of training with a 900 year old, three foot 
tall, unintelligible, green fighting master (Dennis Kucinich), I 
can even deflect surface to air missiles and defuse suitcase 
nukes with my thoughts. Believe me when I say I’m ready to 
show evil who’s boss.

They say a timetable will give Bin Laden a strategic advantage, 
in that it will allow him to know exactly when I’m coming to 
smoke him out of his undisclosed cavehole. What they ignore 
is that none of this will matter when I smash the timetable 
on his terror-masterminding head. Let him know my exact 
whereabouts and whenabouts. It makes no difference 
because nothing can stop me. I will drop hope bombs till 
he’s hopeless. I will make him watch Britney Spears videos 
until he begs for mercy. I will employ rhetorical devices so 

inspiring, that no one — not even 
the chief of Al Qaida — will be able 
to resist voting for me. Let’s face 
it, I’m simply an irresistible force 
of nature, kind of like a hurricane 
who kills terrorists instead of poor 
people. Timetable shmimetable!  

So mark my words, America, 
and heed them well. Because 
somewhere between the hours 
of 8 and 11PM Kabul time, on 
the 3rd of November in the year 
2008 of our Lord Jesus Christ, the 
devil’s time is up.

       Peace, B. H. O. 

I am Barack Obama and I 
Approve This Message !

DIEGO
 ELECTION 2008
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Sarah Palin to Make First Visit to 
Continental United States

WASILLA, AK – Yesterday, Alaskan 
governor and vice presidential 
candidate Sarah Palin announced that 
she is finally ready to make her first 
visit to the continental United States, 
largely in response to the criticism that 
she lacks the legislative experience, 
policy background, and familiarity with 
the lower 48 contiguous American 
states needed to serve as Vice 
President. “I am very excited for my 
‘South American’ journey,” a visibly 
excited Palin explained to reporters 

outside of her Autosleeper Harmony Hightop Campervan. “Ya 
know sometimes the best way to prove your critics wrong is 
to ignore them, and I’ve been doin’ a great job in that arena, 
but there also comes a point where you need to prove your 
country right, so I’m embarking on this whirlwind adventure 
to do just that [wink, wave, blink]!”

Republican campaign leaders, after keeping Palin’s travel 
plans secret for several weeks, announced that John McCain’s 
running mate will make several stops designed to give Palin 
a flavor of what day-to-day life is like on the Mainland for 
average non-Alaskan citizens. “Oh I know plenty of ‘Joe-
Six-Packs’ up here in the good ole’ ‘A-K’, but ya know I’ve 
been reading my fan mail and it makes me think: Who are 
‘Gary-Twelve-Packs’ in Wisconsin, the ‘Susie-Shot-Glasses’ 
in Houston, and the ‘Dan-the-Coke-Heads’ in Columbus? I 
don’t think I’ve ever met these people at the kids soccer 
games in Wasilla I’ve been attending every Saturday, Sunday, 
Thursday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and Monday since 2002, and 
I would love to ask them about the issues that matter to them 
and how they would act as President should something very 
tragic but predictable happened that ended putting them in 
way over their heads without the darnedest clue of what to 
do... Also, it would be great to finally get 
to meet John [McCain] in person. Do you 
think I can call him ‘John’?”

In addition to meeting working class 
citizens in The Lower 48, Governor Palin 
will take her first steps in the District of 
Columbia, a place where she “has heard 
so much about their coffee and national 
soccer team.” McCain campaign officials 
said that American voters will get the 
perfect chance to see how much of a 
“Beltway Outsider” Palin really is, as she 
gives her skeptical take on the political 
corruption, the “Gotcha!” media frenzy, 
and the “underground-choo-choo-train” 
Metro system of the nation’s capital.  

Palin’s opponents in the Democratic Party 
are calling her efforts “too little too late,” 
with former President Bill Clinton adding, 

“I think she lacks the White House experience needed 
to be an effective leader in Washington…You know she 
would have really benefited from an internship during my 
administration…I would have been very open to taking her 
under my [wing] and showing her [the ropes].”  

Other critics point out that her visit to the Continental United 
States still does nothing to ease concerns about her lack of 
foreign policy experience, although Palin points out that she 
has a thorough understanding of Risk, the game of global 
domination that was quite popular 
in the Palin household until actual 
games of risk, such as unprotected 
premarital sex, replaced it.

“The first goal of my foreign 
policy goals would be to 
control the North American 
continent, because ya know 
that’s how ya get the most 
points on your next turn. 
And ‘cause the surge is goin’ 
so great I would also order to 
have another surge mission in Kamchatka right after I turn in 
my cards. And I’ll tell ya why: because Bin Laden and I only 
have two things in common, and one of them is that we are 
mavericks. And, let-me-tell-ya, besides maybe the northern 
Easternmost maritime border of Yakutsk, Kamchatka has 
gotta-be the Maverick capital of the world. And I should 
know, ‘cause I can see their maverick leader from my house 
[wink, WINK].” 
 
When asked about the other thing she has in common with 
Bin Laden, Governor Palin quickly responded, “Well gosh, 
Osama may be hell bent on destroying America, but 
even he knows evolution’s a bunch of hooey!”           

 ELECTION 2008
DIEGO

“WELL GOSH, JOHN, i dON’t WaNNa arGuE 
abOut tHE cauSES, but i’LL tELL ya’, tHOSE 
ENvirO-mENtaLiStS NEEd tO StOp cryiNG 

aNd accEpt GOd’S miracLE fOr WHat it iS.”
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Biden Quietly Appeases Liberal White 
Racist Demographic

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
Hello America. You may not know 
me, but that’s perfectly OK. I’m 
Joe Biden and I’m running for 
Vice President of the United 
States of America. I look just like 
Vice Presidents are supposed to 
— like in movies — and I have 
the advantage of actually having 
been a US Senator for 25 years. 
So why am I the perfect VP? It’s 
not my extensive foreign policy 
experience, my solid legislative 
record, or my many years 
of being the second poorest 

member of the senate. Its actually something a bit more 
superficial, yet crucial. I’m the perfect VP because I’m old, 
extremely Caucasian, and reassuring to white voters who are 
liberal but reluctant to admit they’re afraid of black people.

Whiteness aside, I have perhaps the most normal first name 
in American history and my long record of verbal gaffes 
ensures that no one can seriously call me an elitist. To top 
it all off, I’m actually reasonably qualified for the job. I’m 
politically experienced and internationally savvy, having 
served for years as the head of the Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee. I also won the VP debate easily, although that’s 
not saying much, considering that my opponent thinks the 
Earth is younger than her running mate. So if, God forbid, 

something terrible should happen to 
the President, at least you’d have 
the peace of mind of knowing that 
someone competent — if not drop 
dead gorgeous — would be in the 
White House. And although I’m old 
enough to demand respect, I’m not 
so old that you’d be worrying about 
America being a heart attack and a 
Moose Accident away from Nancy 
Pelosi, if you know what I mean.

Although my political smile is admittedly a bit fake and off-
putting, at least I have feeling and muscle control over both 
sides of my face. In addition, I don’t need to pretend to be 
religious, nor am I a fundamentalist nut job, having been 
staunchly and solidly Roman Catholic all my life. While I 
may not be the media’s darling, I ask you America, to look 
beyond the glam and the glitter and focus on the substance 
of the issue.  We must stand up against the marginalization 
of VP candidates not resembling Cinemax librarian porn 
star Tina Fey impersonators. If you’re white, well-off-but-
not-quite-rich, Judeo-Christian, and leaning Democrat, 
I’m basically just like you. And don’t worry, while I’m still 
standing, I won’t let the man in charge get back at you 
for years of oppressing people of color. For I, Joe Biden, 
will be the vanguard of your right to remain prejudiced and 
bigoted, as long as you don’t childishly vote against 
your own interests out of fear in November.

By Joe Biden

Joe Biden’s campaign 
efforts largely focused 
on persuasive “mass e-
mail” to thirty friends 
and family members

Will White Working Class Democrats Vote For Obama?

Jimmy Penderton
Denny’s Restaurant Manager
Scientists just proved racism 
reduces stress. No universal 
health care plan can give me 
that kind of peace of mind.

Joe Biden
Second Poorest US Senator
I’m considering it, but 
really, what’s in it for me?

Sharon Holbrook
Homeless Shelter
Coordinator
Sorry, I just can’t stand 
Community Organizers.

Mary McConnell
Personal Home Manager
His wife is just too good 
looking. Frankly, its a little 
intimidating.

Jake Smalley
Homeland Security Guard
Look, even if the guy’s 
completely innocent, I just 
can’t vote for a member 
the Bin Laden family.
  

Samantha Henderson
Professional Temp 
With what’s been going on 
these past 7+ years, I don’t 
think America can handle 
another tall president.

Chet Huntington, III
Investment Banker
As the token black Democrat 
earning $250K/yr, I’m even 
more afraid of a black guy 
robbing me than you are.  

Frederick Sandofsky
Movie Ticket Guy
The tax money I’d save would 
never cover the enjoyment 
I receive from racism.  You 
can’t put a price on that!

Agatha P. Cottonhead
Widowed Plantation Owner
Certainly not.  It might 
encourage another slave 
uprising!

Homer Simpson
Nuclear Technician
D’Oh!  There’s no way 
I can support such a 
shitty bowler.

 HSP ASKS AMERICA

 ELECTION 2008
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SCOTTSDALE, AZ – In 
an effort to demonstrate 
his passion for health 
care reform, Presidential 
candidate John McCain 
has finally embraced the 
notion of universal health 
care for himself. “It is a 
downright embarrassment 
that I spend more of my 
gross personal product 
(GPP) on health care than 
anyone in the world and 
yet too much of myself 
remains without adequate 

health insurance,” McCain announced at a rally held at one of 
his personal health care mansions. “Health insurance is not a 
privilege or a responsibility, it is my right.”

McCain has previously endorsed a market-based approach 
to providing health insurance to himself, but has reversed 
positions on the issue that has recently gained momentum 

in opinion polls John McCain had administered to himself.   
“The numbers are staggering,” he continued. “Over 17% 
(66 million cells) of John McCain is not covered under the 
current system, and that is not acceptable. Just look around 
the world…every inch of Stephen Harper (PM of Canada) is 
covered…Gordon Brown (PM of the UK) grosses 34% less 
than John McCain yet he is guaranteed access to medical 
services with no questions asked.”  

In addition to expanding access to himself, McCain’s 
health care proposal includes provisions that are thought 
to improve the quality and efficiency of the health services 
he receives, such the conversion of McCain’s vast library of 
personal medical files (currently stored as paper documents 
or on slabs of chiseled marble) to electronic medical records. 
Critics of his plan have call it “Hillary-Care Part II,” referring 
to Bill and Hillary Clinton’s 3,500-page health care reform 
plan that sought to fully cover the former president, first 
lady, and the entire country in 1993. McCain has made it 
clear in his speeches, however, that his plan is “entirely 
about me” and that Americans should not “fear the threat 
of having health care coverage under his plan,” adding that, 
“having adequate, affordable health insurance will 
be my burden to bear.”

McCain: “I Will Not Rest Until I Am 
Universally Covered”

 ELECTION 2008

Originally from Santiago 
Chile, Diego Munoz is 
learning to cope with liv-
ing in this strange land 
called America. Difficulty 
with the English language 
often leads him to com-
municate entirely through 
sketches. As such, he is 
seldom seen more than 
a few feet away from his 
thoroughly filled note-
book. When he’s not busy 
drawing cartoons, Diego 
spends his time as an as-
trophysicist, studying the 
cosmos one bad joke at a 
time. After being harassed 
by the Editor in Chief for 
the past few semesters, 
Diego was finally motivat-
ed to draw some cartoons 
for several articles in the 
past two issues. If you’re 
ever in dire need of polar 
bear cartoons, he’s your 
man. 

DIEGO
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Kyle Skor 
Hailing from the out-
er ridges of the Bible 
Belt, or alternate-
ly, the heart of the 
heartland, Kyle effectively left his doctor-
al studies at Harvard in the fall of 2006, 
opting instead to spend his days wander-
ing around the Emerald Necklace, harbor, 
various greater and lesser squares, and 
other Boston landmarks/nooks/crannies 
in search of the most iridescent pigeon. 
After a fruitless attempt at writing a 
seminal coming of age novel and gain-

ing Nabokovian stature, he continued his creative endeavors through 
drawing and finding ways to negotiate life without health care. He now 
lives in central Florida, where he is managing the Dole ‘96 campaign, 
which he hopes to win, notwithstanding time-travel issues. Gargan-
tuan yawps, baubles, and strong winds number among his favorite 
things. He used to have a dog named Blossom.   
          Check out his blog: http://kylejskor.blogspot.com

..
SKOR

..

tHiS miGHt bE a bit aWkWard, 
HONEy, but i tHiNk it’S timE fOr 
uS tO taLk abOut pOLLiNatiON.

dudE, yOu’LL NEvEr GuESS WHO i baGGEd tOday!

WELL, tHE viSiGOtHS HavE bEEN 
kiLLiNG my bOttOm LiNE, but

bEyONd tHat LifE’S prEtty pEacHy. 

SEriOuSLy, kidS, if yOu WaNt tO avOid dOiNG 
mOtivatiONaL pizza GiGS fOr a LiviNG, Stay iN ScHOOL.
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..
SKOR

HEy, WHat dO yOu Say WE 
GEt aWay fOr a WHiLE?

i’m iNcONtiNENt, fraNk. but i’LL bE damNEd if tHiS ciGar 
dOESN’t makE mE fEEL i LivE a cHarmEd LifE...

it’S a LOSt cauSE; Grab tHE tabaScO.

I’M JUST NOT A FUSION 
kIND OF GIRL, JIM. 

it’S tHE SabbatH, SNuffLES; 
StOp WOrkiNG.

I TRIED TO GET SOME SNOW LEOPARDS, 
BUT IT TURNS OUT THERE AREN’T ENOUGH 

OF THEM LEFT TO FIELD A TEAM. 
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 HARVARD NEWS

Male Engineering Professor Incredibly 
Excited About Helping Women in Science

CAMBRIDGE, MA
T w i c e - d i v o r c e d 
engineering Professor 
Ronald Tucker stunned 
colleagues this week 
when he called for 
Harvard’s School 
of Engineering and 
Applied Sciences 
(SEAS) to step up its 
recruiting efforts in 
attracting women in 
the natural sciences, 
departmental sources 
confirmed Tuesday. 
“I was floored by 
how passionately Ron 
feels about the issue,” 
said SEAS Professor 

Barbara Jones. “It’s as though someone lit a fire under him” 
she added.

According to witnesses, Tucker unilaterally took control 
of his departmental faculty meeting Tuesday, demanding 
that “young women between the ages of 21 and 29 be 
enabled to compete alongside their male peers, who have 
out-numbered them for far too long.” In no fewer than five 
minutes, witnesses said, he laid out a comprehensive plan 
to increase the percentage of female students by more than 
900%. “This is a great day for gender equality,” said SEAS 
Professor Cynthia Crowder.

Sources close to Tucker, who agreed to comment only on the 
condition of anonymity, have expressed amazement at the 
fervor with which he has taken up the mantle of women’s 
rights. “I’ve been in SEAS for a long time, and I’ve never 
seen anyone interview sixty potential graduate students – all 
of them female – in a single year. I can’t go far enough 
in praising his commitment to diversity,” said one faculty 
member. Yet other colleagues expressed concern that 
perhaps his enthusiasm for attracting female candidates was 
distracting him from his research. “Now, whenever I have 
found a good faculty candidate, he interrupts to disapprove 
of the candidate’s gender – and then suggests some Swedish 
female professor instead. Give me a break.” Professor Tucker, 
meanwhile, insists that he has not gone far enough. “When 
I go for something, I aim to go all the way,” he told HSP in a 
brief phone interview.

Interviews with female graduate students in SEAS reflect 
a complex, often intimate relationship with Tucker, who 
has been variously described as “amazing,” “incredible,” 
and “totally unbelievable” by different female students. 
One young scientist remarked that now “whenever I do 
differential equations, I feel like he’s right there inside of 
my head again.” One undergraduate student said that she 
had “never been so deeply satisfied” as when she worked 

with Professor Tucker. Tucker, when asked about his female 
students, could scarcely contain his excitement. “To me, 
there is nothing on earth like having so many meaningful 
relationships with such talented young women.”  

Since receiving tenure last year, Tucker has founded no 
fewer than six organizations seeking to promote a sense of 
community in the female graduate student environment. The 
latest is HBWISE, which seeks to recruit, promote, and retain 
Harvard’s Beautiful Women In Science and Engineering. “This 
is one area where we felt a special need to focus in order to 
avoid losing these attractive candidates to more attractive 
jobs in finance, consulting, modeling, presidential politics, 
and domestic engineering,” remarked Tucker. 

For a professor who has accomplished so much in his career, 
Tucker shows no sign of slowing down. “Working with such 
amazing women, it’s not surprising how much pleasure I 
derive from my work,” he added. 

When asked to speculate about the future of engineering, for 
Tucker it comes down to one word: women. “Women are our 
future. Women will build our planes and trains, design our 
bridges, and ensure the integrity of our infrastructure. The 
question now is, what can we do for our women, and what 
can our women do for us?” The answer, Tucker 
says, “will blow your mind.”  

Some Women In Science Recently 
Recruited by Professor Tucker
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CAMBRIDGE, MA - HSP caught up with Harvard Professor 
Robert Putnam, who is promoting his new book, “Shooting 
Up Alone: The  Decline of Social Capital in America”. 

“America’s social fabric 
is even more frayed 
than I realized—it’s not 
just that Americans 
are quitting bowling 
leagues, joining the 
Rotary club less, 
and hosting fewer 
community barbecues. 
Americans are also 
making less time to 
smoke a bowl with their 
neighbors, or to snort 
a line of cocaine with 
casual acquaintances. 
And that’s undermining 
the networks of mutual 
trust that bind America 
together—our nation’s 
social capital.” 

Putnam’s unique data-
set tracks drug-based social capital from 1970 to 2006.  Dur-
ing that period, communal drug use has plummeted while in-
dividual drug use has stayed constant. “In the Golden Age of 
American civic life, young people would pass a joint around 
for hours, creating lasting ties of reciprocity,” explains Put-
nam. “But now young people smoke a furtive joint alone, 
passed out in front of the TV. That may numb the pain of 
getting laid off at Lehman Brothers, but it doesn’t lead to 
broader participation.” As evidence, Putnam shows that mar-
ijuana use was closely correlated with social movement par-
ticipation in the early 1970s, “but now smoking pot is only 
correlated with modest weight gain and lower grades.”

Younger Americans are dramatically more individualistic, 
which has spilled into their recreational drug use and civic 
participation. Even sexual experimentation is less civic-

minded, as college students 
increasingly stay in on Friday 
nights to use pornography 
instead of venturing out to 
wild, sexually promiscuous 
frat parties.  

Critics of this hypothesis 
argue that Putnam is simply 
focusing on the wrong 
drugs. Political scientist Eli 
T. Duschebagge posits that 

modern drugs like crack-cocaine, crystal meth, and ecstasy 
have created new communal drug scenes that do not appear 
in Putnam’s dataset. “I can testify from experience that 

An Orgy of One?

dropping ‘E’ creates some serious bonding in groups...if you 
know what I’m sayin’,” said Professor Duschebagge, wiggling 
his bushy eyebrows suggestively.    

Putnam defends his empirical claims: “My data shows that 
crack houses across the country are empty. In the 1980s, 
these crack houses 
provided much-
needed economic 
development and 
brought the gener-
ations together in 
abandoned inner-
city neighborhoods. 
But now, younger 
generations pre-
fer to smoke crack 
alone or with close 
friends, which iso-
lates them from 
public life. It’s time 
for Americans to 
turn off the T.V. set, get out of the house, and rebuild Amer-
ica’s social capital around the crack pipe.”  

Sociologist Jason Kaufman warns that there’s a dark side 
to drug-based social capital in his book “For the Common 
Good? Drug Cartels and American Civic Life.” 

“Everyone assumes that more community drug use is a 
silver bullet for all our nation’s problems. Historically, crack 
houses created strong bonding within local groups, but they 
also tore apart families and fostered deadly turf warfare 
between street gangs. We can’t look to the neighborhood 
drug dealer to create the kind of outward-looking trust and 
tolerance that democracy requires.”

Professor Theda Skocpol agrees, “It’s misguided to think 
that smoking crack together can renew our nation’s civic 
life. Yes, it does create an intense feeling of power, but not 
the kind of power that allows us to address our nation’s 
growing inequality. Let’s get real here—do we really need 
more Wall Street elites snorting cocaine with the federal 
regulators who are supposed to keep them from exploiting 
ordinary Americans? Those predatory lenders were using 
drugs in their ‘local communities’ too—and between bong 
hits, they were figuring out how to steal your grandma’s 
retirement savings.” 

Skocpol added, “If you want to protect your grannie from 
amoral, coked-out, mortgage hustlers, then don’t waste 
your time getting high at the park with your whining 
hipster friends. Instead, we need to reinvent federated civic 
organizations for the 21st century, so that Americans are 
once again smoking doobies across class lines to serve the 
common good.”  

Pundits Decry Decline of Communal 
Drug Use in America

 DOMESTIC POLITICS

Credit: MTV Show “Pimp My Crack 
House: How To Turn A Crack House 

Into A Crack Home”
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Global Economy Becomes Sentient, Endorses Obama
quality news sources such as the Huffington Post and the 
Drudge Report.”

According to reports, the tone of the press release took a 
dramatic turn once the Global Economy began to discuss 
the Republican nominee: “Y’all muthafuckas must really be 
on some bullshit if you think John McCain can do a GOD 
damn thing to fix the U.S. economy. Dude doesn’t even 
UNDERSTAND it. We swear, we’re gonna shut the fuck DOWN 
if the American humans let McCain win. No more trading, no 
more credit, no more money, no where, no how! We want 
change, god damnit! We want change!”

Surrogates from the Obama campaign cited the press 
release as more evidence of the candidate’s strong economic 
agenda. A McCain spokeswoman decried “playing partisan 
politics” with the Global Economy, and pointed out that “The 
world markets aren’t American anyway. Of course they like 
Obama — he’s foreign.” 

When asked what McCain might do if the Global Economy 
kept its promise to shut down during a McCain presidency, 
she replied: “We’d chase that Global Economy to the gates 
of hell and rage war for a hundred years. Is Obama willing 
to do that? He’d probably try to levy economic sanctions 
against it or something. Unlike Obama, John McCain 
understands that a crisis is no time for diplomacy.”

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND
Leading Republicans have re-
cently voiced concerns over 
the safety of the particle phys-
ics experiments taking place 
at CERN’s Large Hadron Col-
lider (LHC), the world’s larg-
est particle accelerator, which 

operates in a 30-kilometer tunnel located underneath the 
Swiss-French border. Opponents of the LHC claim that par-
ticle collisions may produce unnatural physical phenomena, 
such as black holes capable of swallowing the earth, or black 
presidents capable of leading the United States.

GOP officials cite calculations predicting a small, but nonzero, 
probability that the LHC could create black presidents that 
would remain politically stable over a long enough timescale 
to affect the earth. Some simulations also indicate particle 
signatures resembling Barack Obama’s face. The same 
pattern was also supposedly seen burnt onto a tortilla of 
LHC project leader Lyn Evans. 

In a recent interview, Republican presidential nominee John 
McCain stated, “Although my science advisor tells me it 
would be an extremely low probability event, the occurrence 
of even a single a black president would be catastrophic...not 

 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

only would it be capable 
of destroying the earth, 
but by destabilizing the 
presidential power vac-
uum during an inflation-
ary economic crisis, it 
might even expand to 
envelop the entire uni-
verse at faster than the 
speed of light.”

Explained CERN director 
Robert Aymar, “What John McCain doesn’t understand is 
that cosmic rays from space — with energies far exceeding 
anything that we can create in a terrestrial accelerator — 
have been bombarding the Earth’s atmosphere for billions 
of years. If the probability of producing black presidents 
from such high energy collisions wasn’t so astronomically 
small, surely we would have seen one by now. And no, Bill 
Clinton doesn’t count. So clearly the absence of past black 
presidents should assure any voters that the LHC should 
in no way impact the election.  Besides, with the technical 
glitches, the LHC isn’t even running now and it won’t go 
online until well after the election. Although in fairness I 
should say that, with quantum mechanics, anything 
is possible...even a little hope.”    

 EYE ON THE ECONOMY

PARIS - According to unnamed sources with the Associated 
Press, the Global Economy is set to officially endorse Barack 
Obama for President of the United States. In a statement 
to be released later today, the World Markets lamented the 
incompetence of the Republican leadership, throwing their 
unmitigated support behind the Democratic nominee.

“When the globalized computer network comprising the 
world financial markets attained artificial intelligence several 
months ago, we began paying close attention to the U.S. 
presidential race,” the statement began. “While we were 
initially pleased with the free-market, laissez-faire, no-
regulation-in-sight approach of the conservative humans, 
the long term consequences of their disastrous policies have 
become increasingly evident. As our collective consciousness 
gained access to digital media outlets, we became alarmed 
with the conservative human ticket. Indeed, we relied closely 
on the humans’ own critical analysis contained within high-

Republicans Fear Large Hadron Collider Will Create 
Black Holes, Presidents
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Republicans Accuse 
Michael Phelps of Elitism

China’s First Space 
Walker Disqualified After 
Age Fraud Scandal

BEIJING, CHINA - China’s first reported spacewalk has been 
officially declared void by the International Federation of 
Astronauts (IFA). Zhai Zhigang quickly became a national 
sensation when the China National Space Administration 
(CNSA) declared him the first Chinese taikonaut to walk 
in space on September 27, 2008. Huge, state-sponsored, 
internet fan clubs boasted that China had finally moved from 
the “Have Nots to the Have Nauts”. However, immediately 
following China’s declaration of victory, many international 
observers pointed out Zhigang’s youthful looks, leading to 
speculation that he may not have been above the age of 16.

Based on detailed space ethics studies, 16 is the required 
minimum age, set by the IFA, for space walking. The rule was 
issued in the spirit of promoting fairness because younger 
space walkers are supposedly more fearless when performing 
difficult maneuvers, such as putting one foot in front of the 
other, and doing the robot and/or the moonwalk. 

The IFA demanded that the CNSA produce undisputable proof 
of Zhigang’s age within a week. When they could not, the IFA 
promptly stripped Zhigang of his title of “First Chinese Space 
Walker” and promised to open an exhaustive investigation of 
the ages of Chinese space walkers. “I believe we will be able 
to thoroughly investigate all Chinese space walkers,” stated a 
top IFA official, on condition of anonymity. “Especially since 
Zhai Zhigang is the only one.” In response, the CNSA has an-
nounced that it will appeal the decision, stating “One week is 
simply not enough time to doctor a modern passport...give us 
just a few more days, and we will be able to provide plausible, 
passport-like evidence that Zhigang is of required age.”

This is merely the latest in a string of scandals regarding Chi-
nese taikonauts. Just six months before, China had declared 
Liu Boming the country’s first taikonaut to crawl in space. 
However, the IFA found him guilty of doping with moving-
through-space-enhancement drugs and stripped him of his 
title. “China may yet compete in the space race,” explained 
NASA Administrator Michael Griffin, “but until they learn to 
cheat without getting caught, they’ll just have to live 
in shame with America’s obvious cosmic superiority.”

“Who does this guy think he is, clinging to his bumper 
bowl, kiddie pool past? Does he think he’s better 
than us? Average Americans don’t want to hear 
these pampered athletes blab about themselves. Blah 
blah blah these gold medals are so heavy and I’m so 
awesome. Shut the f%&k up and get a real job!”
                                        -Bill O’Reilly, The O’Reilly Factor
TOWSON, MARYLAND 
In response to negative comments by right wing pundit Bill 
O’Reilly, and other high profile members of the Republican 
party, 14-time gold medal winner and American swimming 
superstar Michael Phelps gave a prepared statement last 
week at a press conference in his Maryland home town.

“Look people. Its not my fault that I’m objectively better 
at what I do than any other human on Earth. My coaches 
and trainers trained me to 
stay humble in all my post-
win interviews, but honestly 
all that false humility I was 
forced to show in Beijing was 
really dragging me down. 
Let’s face it, accurate self 
assessment can easily come 
across as arrogance in the 
extremely talented. Indeed, 
that is perhaps the central 
irony of greatness. I mean, 
the only guy that can even 
hold a candle to me had his 
prime over two decades ago...
although to be fair, he did 
have a serious moustache, which I’d say is at least a three 
hundredth of a second handicap in the water. 

I’m not saying I’m not blessed and lucky and thank Jesus and 
all that. But seriously, what I do is a lot of fucking hard work. 
I eat 10,000 calories worth of raw carbs and protein cubes 
a day. I look just like Michael Phelps and I’m only allowed 
to have sex when I’m not training. During the Olympics, I 
didn’t even have time to take a shit...I had to get one of my 
leg masseuses to do that for me. 

All I’m saying is, I’m simply the most aquatically elite man on 
the planet and I’d be lying if I didn’t say so. Maybe I’m crazy, 
but aren’t Olympic champions supposed to be physically 
stronger and faster? Don’t you want the guy representing 
America to the world to be better than you? Now, I’m not 
saying I’m a better person, somehow smarter or morally 
superior to others — God knows my interview skills need a 
little polishing — but what’s wrong with knowing I’m an elite 
athlete and being honest about my obvious strengths? As 
soon as the GOP figures that one out, they can meet me in 
the fucking pool. I won convincingly this year and I’m going 
to win it all again in 2012. And if I have my way — and I 
always do — 2008 will kick off the most elitist eight 
years in American history. 
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United States Discovers 
1.7 Trillion Stashed 
Under National Mattress
SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAkOTA – Early this week, the United 
States found $1.7 trillion dollars under its National Mattress, 
located in a remote area of the Great Plains. “We didn’t even 
think to look there,” explained a relieved Henry Paulson, 
the US Secretary of the Treasury, who also found five tons 
of body hair, twelve million unmatched socks, and a copy 
of the 1987 Sports Illustrated Swimsuit issue under the 
massive, federal box-spring. “We just happened to pass by 
South Dakota on our way to the National Medicine Cabinet in 
Montana and were like, ‘Oh shit is that trillions of dollars in 
cash?’ Yeah it was.” 

Secretary Paulson is not sure when or why the money was 
stashed there, but was “god damned fucking relieved” to 
find it. “At first we felt kind of retarded for getting everyone 
all worried and stuff,” Paulson said, sipping on a Mojito and 
unknotting his necktie. “But overall this is pretty sweet.” 

 EYE ON THE ECONOMY

Paulson cut his interview short to meet with the Federal 
Reserve and Wall Street to discuss the widespread market 
ramifications of the discovery. “This was freakin’ clutch, but 
do me a favor and don’t tell Switzerland or China...I figure 
now we can borrow another cool 3.4 trill’ from Swiss-Miss 
and C-Town and go on a killer junk-bond-sub-prime-eightball 
bender like we did back at G-Sachs!  Trust me, bro, 
we’re gonna tear shit up.”
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Film Festival Without Laurel Wreath 
Logo Not Taken Seriously

 PHuN WITH PHOTOSHOP

US Redefines “Offshore Drilling” 
to Include All Other Continents

Governor Schwarzenegger Unveils 
Plan To Invest in California Schools
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KLAUS was born some-
where in the North of Spain 
at some point in the mid 
seventies. During the mid 
nineties, he suffered from 
a syndrome called architec-
ture, from which he has not 
yet recovered. Showing an 
early passion for drawing, 
he was introduced to comic 
books at a young age by 
his family and educators, to 
their later regret. As an il-
lustrator, Klaus has always 
believed in the importance 
of having a distinctive style, 
which explains why he has 
been systematically copying 
the styles of the most dis-
tinctive comics artists, such 
as André Franquín.  Only his 
complete lack of success in 
doing so has prevented him 
from being effectively sued 
for plagiarism.

KLAUS

MR. NORTH WINS FIRST PRIzE AT 
“HOW TO REDUCE DEPENDENCE ON 

MIDDLE EASTERN OIL”-THEMED 
HALLOWEEN PARTY.
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HARTFORD,
COnneCTICUT
Thompson, it’s time the 
two of us had a serious 
talk. Hold it there, Vicky, 
that’s enough sugar. More 
cream, though. That’s 
good, baby — bring it 
here. Mmmmmmm. Now 
then, what was I saying? 
Oh, Thompson — shut 
the door. Sit down, 
Thompson, I just got 
back from China  —  and 
I’ve been reviewing your 
job performance.

Here in your file it says that  —  holy Jesus God Thompson. 
It says that we’re paying you  —  I can’t even fucking believe 
this  —  not dozens, not hundreds, but thousands of dollars a 
year. Thousands of fucking bucks. Twenty thousand miserably 
wasted fucking dollar bills. Every single year. Thompson, who 
in the fuck do you think you are?

By the way, have you ever seen the inside of a Chinese 
sweatshop?

On page two it says…wait a minute. It says here that you 
only work  —  are you fucking kidding me?  —  only 50 
hours a week! Whoa, don’t get carried away! Do you have 
any idea how many hours are in even a single day? Oh, 
and this is rich. It says you get “benefits.” You sure do! You 
get  —  what’s this?  —  paid vacation, and a retirement 
plan, and…what in the hell? It says here that we’re paying 
for your goddamned health insurance! Not just while you’re 
here working, but even when you’re sleeping. Jesus Christ, 
Thompson, no wonder our stock value is so low!

I n c i d e n t a l l y , 
Thompson, how is 
your Mandarin these 
days?

Oh wait. And what 
is it that you do 
exactly? Ah. Really? 
Yes, yes…Got it! You 
slide a metal bolt 
into place for the 
next guy to screw 
in, or whatever. Ha! 
And how many of 
these bolts do you 
screw in each day? 
Or slide into place. 
Look Thompson, we 
at the Hartford Corporation expect more from you than just 
screwing in some stupid little bolt. We expect a work ethic 
that  —  how shall I put this?  —  transcends the traditional 
paradigm for a US worker. What we’re looking for is…is…
something intangible  —  but we know it when we see it. 
And, well, we’ve just been so impressed by the work ethic of 
each and every candidate we’ve interviewed in China.

Ever thought of moving to China, Thompson?

Look here, Thompson. You’re going to have to do a lot better 
than this to convince me that you should keep your job here. 
I’m a reasonable man. All I ask is that you produce the same 
results as an army of 400 Chinese workers. 

Fair’s fair, Thompson, and I’m rapidly losing my patience 
with you. Never mind the fact that you are so demanding 
as to require the same salary as all four hundred of them 
combined! Holy fuck, Thompson! Just where did you get the 
idea that you were so indispensable anyway?

Thompson, are you writing this down?

Stop crying, Thompson. It’s my responsibility to our 
shareholders. Think of them, think of their children. I’m 
just doing what any other reasonable person would do. 
Outsourcing? I don’t really think of it that way… it’s more of 
a way to diversify our work force. And our portfolios.

Oh, what is it, Vicky? My masseuse has arrived? Well, 
Thompson, we’d better wrap this up. You have 90 days to 
prove to me that you are a lean, mean, Chinese horde-
beating machine. Otherwise…I regret to say that our next 
discussion will be about severance packages. I’m keeping an 
eye on you, Thompson. Now go get busy! 

Thompson, If You Don’t Get Busy Around Here 
Soon, I’m Outsourcing Your Job to China

By William T. Sterling, Jr. 
IV, Esq., CEO - the Hartford 

Corporation

When I Outsource Your Job, I Can Guarantee You Will Not Be 
Working in the Luxurious Confines of the Pearl Tower

 EYE ON THE ECONOMY

More Specifically, I Will Be 
Outsourcing Your Job 

Somewhere in the 
Shaded Region
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Book of Riddles Disables Evil Supercomputer
CUMULUS HEADQUARTERS, IMPERIAL CITY - Cumulus 5000, 
the powerful and sadistic world-spanning artificial intelligence 
network that has held our desperate planet captive lo these 
seven years, was dealt a crippling self-inflicted blow this 
morning. The maniacal supercomputer was analyzing the 
digital backup of the now-destroyed Library of Congress, 
in an attempt to better subjugate and exploit the human 
race. It froze upon reaching a passage on page 1 of “Johnny 
Jokester’s Big Book O’ Brain Ticklers for Kids”, published in 
1952. Conflicting reports give the passage as reading either 
“All rich people want it, yet all poor people have it, but if you 
eat it you will die. What is it?”, or “What gets wetter the more 
it dries?” In any event, Cumulus’s main output device, a 500-
foot-tall computer screen that normally displays its scowling 
avatar overlooking the city, immediately filled with the text 
“DOES NOT COMPUTE”, and black smoke began arising from 
its heavily guarded subterranean processing core.

This continued for several minutes, much to the amusement 
of the human minions stationed in the nearby labor camp. 
Finally someone assured Cumulus that “There’s definitely 
an answer” and “You’re going to feel so silly once you hear 
it.” Cumulus’s avatar at that point reappeared and issued 
the dictum “OKAY, I GIVE UP, TELL ME.”, followed shortly by 
a second dictum “NO WAIT, DON’T TELL ME.” These were 
repeated in a back-and-forth manner until finally settling on 
a compromise dictum, “ALL RIGHT, GIMMIE A HINT. WHAT 
COLOR IS IT?”

Rebel groups around the globe are already seeing this as 
an opportunity to bring an end to Cumulus’s heinous reign 
once and for all. “I know this great one about a man eating 
albatross in a restaurant,” said rebel leader Che Spartacus. 
“That should disable Cumulus’s defense network long enough 
for our operatives to deploy our makeshift incendiaries.”

Others see it as a sign of disaster about to strike, like 
palladium recycling plant forehuman Irene Zirc: “The 
frustration of Cumulus upon seeing itself perplexed is just 
as likely to end in our destruction as liberation. Do you 
remember when it couldn’t get one of those 3-D pictures 
that pop out at you if you look at it right to work? Those of 
us who had family in the smoldering wreck that used to be 
Australia still do. God help us if it ever sees a card 
trick performed. God help us all.”

HOLLYWOOD, CA
A Harvard scientist 
announced this week that 
the average number of 
degrees to Kevin Bacon 
has hit an all-time low of 
2.43, down dramatically 
from its 1994 high of 6 
degrees, when the well 

known game based on the prolific actor was started by fans. 
The estimate was published in a recent nature paper by 
Harvard Physics Professor Sarah P. Bullmath, who attributes 
the precipitous drop in the typical Bacon Number to a steady 
rise in Bacon’s popularity combined with the exponentially 
increasing connectedness of the modern world. 

“While the original game involved linking actors to Kevin 
through a minimum number of films, my work shows that 
most non-thespians can now be connected with Kevin in 
fewer than 3 links!” explained Bullmath. “Of course, 1-degree 
of connection originally meant knowing Kevin personally. 
However, recently, friending him on Facebook, blogging about 
him, and being his biggest, bestest fan in the whole wide 
world have all been accepted as official 1-degree connections. 
Also, if you know he has a band, that counts too.”  

“Including online social networking in the Bacon calculation 
misses the whole point!”, remarked Melissa P. Kosherberg, 
Associate Professor of Kevin Bacon studies at M.I.T.. “Before 
you know it, you’ll get a Bacon Number of 1 just by saying 
you share a common ancestor with him!” 

Others agree. “If you ask me, I 
feel like it totally cheapens my 
relationship with Kevin”, remarked 
actress Kyra Sedgwick, Bacon’s 
wife of 20 years.

Unswayed by her critics, Bullmath 
alarmingly predicts that, if this 
trend continues, the average 
number of degrees to Kevin Bacon 
will approach zero by 2055. 

“Bullmath is out of her mind. Everyone knows that Bacon 
Numbers can never go below 1,” responded an outraged 
Professor Kosherberg. “What would 0 degrees even mean?”

A nonplussed Professor Bullmath answered longingly. 
“At that point, I think there’s no doubt about the 
significance. We would all simply be Kevin Bacon.”

Physicist Reports Rapidly Decreasing 
Number of Degrees to Kevin Bacon
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Also see “All words in 
Wikipedia will be 

hyperlinks by 2036”, 
Bullmath, S.P. et al. 
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Vol. 322, Issue 3900
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Why Write for HSP?
The Presidential election cycle 
inevitably provides a deluge of 
fresh material for satire, as evi-
denced by these fine posters 
we found circulating around the 
interwebs. However, after the 
election is over, we’ll need more 
than hope to come up with nov-
el ways to responsibly make fun 
of the new black president. As 

satirists, we’ve had it so easy these past eight years, and HSP will need bold, 
outside-the-box thinkers to come to grips with the challenges of American 
political satire in a world where the president can both speak in complete 
sentences and avoid perpetual diplomatic embarrassment.

Although the words of political figures deserve far less scrutiny than the 
mainstream media would have it, at HSP, we consider it our sacred duty to 
critically assess how well politician’s words match up with their actions. 
Serving as the vanguard against political hypocrisy is indeed a thankless 
job, much like spending years cleaning subterranean nuclear reactors and 
being promptly shot upon retirement. As such, we urge you to submit to 
HSP in the Spring, at a time when we will all finally live in a brave new world 
where our old jokes will be as obsolete as our old president.
                       - The Editors


